Application of "oxygen uptake rate-amino acids" associated mode in controlled-fed perfusion culture.
Controlled-fed perfusion, a new operation mode, which combines the advantages of fed-batch and perfusion, has been reported to enhance monoclonal antibody productivity. The aim of the present study was to further enrich this mode by an "oxygen uptake rate-amino acids (OUR-AA)" strategy in which the feeding of amino acids was controlled according to the variation of OUR during perfusion. And the effects of this strategy on bioreactor productivity and product quality were evaluated. Experimental results indicated that by using this "OUR-AA" approach in controlled-fed perfusion mode a high viable cell density of more than 1.9 x 10(7)cells/ml was achieved and the productivity of mAb reached 325 mg/l/d, which was significantly increased by nearly twofold over those of the perfusion and fed-batch process. The residual concentrations of selected amino acids were controlled at a relative steady level by OUR during the culture. The immunoreactivity and the purity of the antibody were well preserved as the culture process was evolving from flask to the controlled-fed perfusion mode. The primary application of "OUR-AA" approach in controlled-fed perfusion mode may present a novel control strategy to enhance the culture performance and to display the potential of this approach in automatic control field.